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INTRODUCTION

How has the child welfare program of Pinellas County been

functioning during the past year

That is the test of any program

The first year of the Juvenile telfare Board resulted in the

establishment of an organizational structure of child welfare
services of various kinds

The second year has been devoted to

testing and strengthening the program in operation and in developing

auxiliary services as needed
year

It has been a busy and satisfactory
a year that has seen constantly increasing cooperation and

effectiveness on the part of the agencies and groups interested
in child welfare

The results are to be found in many intangibles which cannot be
measured in dollars and cents nor in statistics of the number of
children receiving service They are to be found in the better

adjustment of children and families and in the improvement of
standards of child care

The results are to be found in a gradual

rehabilitation of a delinquent child into a tell adjusted child
who is doing well in school and who has definite and constructive
goals for his future
They are to be found in the gradual over
coming of fears anxieties and seclusiveness in the emotionally

disturbed child who is finding it easier to get along with other
children and whose outlook on life has been improved

They are

to be found in the transformation of the aggressive runaway girl
into a well adjusted A student in a boarding school

They are

to be found in the good home and school adjustment of an imposs
ible child when the parents have been helped to understand the
nature of the child
s problems and provide for his needs They
are to be found in the teen ager of low r unwanted by

her own family who found acceptance in vocational guidance and

a well supervised work program geared to her abilities

They are

to be found in the physically handicapped child who responded to
treatment and no longer needs to associate v
ith questionable
groups to feel socially adequate

It would be
possible to go on with a long list of rather specific

types of improvement as seen in children who have been helped
through the support of the Juvenile Welfare Board and its affiliated

agencies

It is impossible to discuss in a report such as this each of the
hundreds of cases which have been hel during the past year A
discription of the activities of the various

which depended

upon the Juvenile elfare Board for assistance in varying degrees
in meeting the needs of children will help to give a perspective
of the extent and variety of problems reduiring help This will

be attempted in appropriate sections of this report

Perhaps a word should be added regarding the activities of the

Director and the Board during the past year There has been a
continuation of the fact finding studies of conditions in the
county which effect child welfare

The Director and members of

the Board have participated in numerous discussion groups meetings
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and panels for the purpose of helping coordinate and improve
welfare

services

The members

of

the

Board

and

the

Director have

talks to interested groups PTA groups church groups
given

and

other groups for the purpose of informing them about conditions
in the county and the welfare programs in which the Juvenile Welfare
Board has

been

interested

The

Board

and

the

Director have

been

interested and active in bringing about better cooperation of
various groups in the different co
rmunities n the county to

the

end that over lapping or duplication in local services will be
The Board and the Director have acted in an advisory

prevented

capacity in proposals for the establisument
of welfare projects
Members of the Board and the Director
for children in the county
have appeared on programs of local state and national organiza
tions
The Board and the Director have been active in disiminating
information concerning various child welfare problems through the
newspapers

In addition to the above the Board and the Director have been
These i
lill be described
active in carrying out special projects
in detail in the pages that follow

II
GE ER qL C ONTP ENTS

During its second year the Juvenile elfare Board has made progress
in providing care for the children tflho need care away from their
own homes
There has also been a gratify
ng improvement in the
Agencies
child guidance and mental health services to children

have worked together in a most commendatory manner with the focus
Marriage
of their efforts upon the needs of
the ch
ld to be served
and family counseling has been started and has reached a number
of families in time to prevent break ups

There

has

been

an

increasing recognition of the need for community organization and
clearance of needs to prevent over lapping and duplication of
The developments in the field
effort by various clubs and groups
of more adequate recreation for all the children have been most
The appointment of the first neggro school social worker
pleasing

to work with the negro problem children in the schools has been
a great step forward
All of the above developments have been advances on many fronts

but the Juvenile Pt
elfare Board is inte ested In making progress
all along the line and there are a number of needs which must be
met if we are to make Pinellas County a place where all of our
Let us look at
children can develop their finest potentialities
some

of

the

areas

where

further

effort

rust

be

concentrated

to

bring about this progress
There

are

some twelve hundred to fifteen hundred children in

Pinellas County who are living in homes broken by death divorce
separation or abandonment whose support depends upon contribu
Ve are
tions from outside sources either public or private

thinking primarily of children who are eligible for Aid to Dependent
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Children grants from the federal and state governments

These

grants are not adequate to provide the necessities to which children
In 1
240 cases the children are
are entitled in a democracy
entitled to the maximum grant in order to meet these necessities
and the grant is not sufficient to do so
VFhat happens is that

children are inadequately and unsatisfactorily clothed

have

not

enough to eat of body building foods have no books or magazines
in their homes feel themselves set apart from their more fortunate
companions and grow up with a bitterness and a cynicism which

make them ready victims to the appeals of derrmagogues and spell
binders

The Juvenile Welfare Board believes that the time has come for a

careful evaluation of the areas of service by the public agency

which is tax supported

the private agency which is supported by

community chest or other forms of organized giving and the

activities of clubs
welfare

groups

work

and other civic organizations doing

The Board would like to consider this confused practice and attempt
P
to work out a statement of a philosophy for the consideration of

all of those individuals
welfare

activities

groups

and agencies interested in

By far the largest part of the load of welfare

is now carried by public agencies supported by tax funds

Practice

varies in different states but in gen
ral public funds are used

to
meet the needs which cannot be or a
re not mot by private con
tributions
The great depression brought about a recognition
that only through tax support could minimum essentials be provided
for children deprived of home life and economic stability in an
industrial civilization

Beginning as early as 1910 the need for

s aid as a public responsibility head been recognized
mrxther

but

the unemployment of the 1930
s brought to the nation as a whole

the need for concerning itself over inadequate provision for the

needs of children if this country ws to
bitterness

or apathy

prvent hunger

disease

The attention paid to the problem at that

time and the results of the studies made has indicated the need

for providing other essential services if we are to develop a
strong and

adequate citizenry

The results of exminations of

the young recruits to our citizen rmy stressed still

further the

need for more and better public education more and better efforts
in the direction of preventing mental breakdowns

Perhaps for

the first time we became aware of the rather deplorable conditions
which existed among the young people of the country It was not
too difficult to find the causes and to prescribe remedies for
this state of affairs

We believe that public tax supported services shouldbe provided for

children for whom the family and relatives cannot adequately provide

We believe that this provision should be adequate to meet reason

able n eds and provide opportunities for the development of the
He has enough of a handicap
in the fact that his family has failed him iithout adding to this
potentialities lhich each child has

handicap
insufficient or unbalanced food
insufficient or hand
dental care
supplies

hovels for shelter
me down clothing little or no medical and
absence of toys reading matter and other recreational

These will not under the best of conditions

for the lack of a good family setting

compensate

but they can minimize the

lack

They should not be provided in such a way as to make the
child always conscious that he is an object of charity but should
be given to him as his right as a member of a democratic society
For this and other reasons we believe that the public agency
should take the whole load of such support and not depend upon

the charity of individuals and
groups to supplement the food
clothing the rent the medical care and the recreational needs
of the child at least in so far as the basic essentials are
concerned

We believe that private agencies should attempt to meet the needs
of children
those

areas

either on an experimental
where

the

parents

can

meet

pioneering basis
the

basis

minimums

or
of

in

support but require the skilled services an organized
staff of trained persons and the comunity wide resources which
e believe that the private
V
only they can discover and mobilize
agency is required to provide the extra r
ore enriching services

which every community needs and which flourish under private
Another way of saying this is that there are
anumber
of services which the community will support because of tradition
and because they provide extra development for the young people
Je immediately think of the Boy Scouts
participating in them
the YMCA the YWCA the Salvation Army various church groups
specialized services to children etc
auspices

But when it comes to the long time support of children in need
the care of the insane the feebleminded the delinquent these
should be cared for by public agencies supported by taxation

As we see it
the place of the individual and civic groups in the
They can
total welfare program for children is an important one
provide the extras which do not fall i the minimum essentials
supplied through tax support for those children who have special
They can take care of exceptional
aptitudes or special needs
needs and provide opportunities for further education or training
They can
beyond that possible for the child under agency care
supply special equipment for improving the work of an agency
can help children through agency service who are not
They
They can enrich
eligible for agency service without such support

the lives of children through securing recreational educational
They can stimulate interest in
and other events and programs
and establish projects on a demonstration basis and win support
for such activities being taken over by either private agencies
under community chest support or by public tax supported agencies
They can assist in studying needs and resources and can supply

encouragement and support for remedying conditions in need of such
action
They can align themselves iniith private or public agencies
in insuring that needs of children are being adequately met They
can constitute themselves into a powerful influence for needed

improvements in legislation and better standards for personnel
and

service

r

III

ACTIVITIES

OF THE PAST YEAR

1 Survey of Problem Children in the Public Schools

In line with the emphasis placed upon discovering problem children
as soon as possible

the Juvenile lIelfare Board

in cooperation

with the Superint
endent of Public Instruction the principals
and teachers undo2took to make a survey of problem children in
the schools of tha county As a matter of fact there vrere two
Ts during the year but only the last one 1nTas sufficiently
surve
complete to cove the county adequately
This survey covered the
children

in

the

junior high and elementary schools of the

ora 8b z
S
childre or 6 were listed by the teachers
robl children
x
em
Of the poblem children c Tere boys and

county
as

21 we re girls

one intei
ng fact that emerges is that the
esta
e able to reccbn those problem children in the
irler

kindergarten and first three grades
s
teachei
stimulated to tila
nk what could be

of the schools

done

rith

these

One is
children if

intensive efforts diacted tot the

study and treatment of
hat extent the number of children
these problems ld
ou be made to Y
c
becoming delinqueai or dlr ift
ng into mental illness could be

reduced through such
years

an

effort

to what extent the

state

over

a

eri od

could be

of

three

saved the

to

five

cost of main

taining a number of them in institutions through making them
better adjusted

self sustaining individuals

A complete report of this survey twill be found in Appendix I
2 Marria a F C

of the unmet needs pointed out in the first annual report was
Need for marriage and family counseling
In an attempt to
explore the extent of this need and to su
ply some services in
this area the Juvenile 1 elfare Board in cooperation with the
churches of Pinellas County began to give some Dart time service

One
the
in

this

field

The

Juvenile elfare

Board and the United

Churches

of St Petersburg each agreed to make available two half days
per week of their directors

time

for this

to

The

Juvenile

ti Board also entered into an agreement v
ith the Upper
Pinellas County Ministerial Association to provide the services
of its director for one half day each tr
eek at Dunedin to give
ge and family counseling
ia
marr
This service began in March in
both St Peters and in Dunedin

During the six months that elapsed since it started husbands
and vives have been referred by ministers the Child Guidan
Clinic the American Red Cross the Childrents Service Bureau
the Juvenile Court the District 4 Vielfare Board clients them
In addition a number came in as a result
selves and relatives

of the nerispaper announcement of the inauguration of the service
some

of

n mont
th
Las

later

Problems have been and varied

Some of them had already consulted a lawyer about divorce because
of quarreling and incompatibility some v emotionally disturbed

M
over vague tensions and physical conversions some feared that
they were abnormal some were being physically abused or subject
to temper outbursts some needed help in understanding themselves

and their marriage partner many of them had been subjected to
unfortunate experiences in childhood in a home and family where
disharmony and conflict prevailed
Expressions of apDreciation
The results too
for the help received have been gratifying
seem to be worthwhile judging from the number of families that
remain united and the better understanding and adjustment that
has resulted
In some cases there is need for continued help

because of deep seated complexes or because of emotional imma
The outcome in some cases a small number remains in
turity
doubt and in one case the counselor has not encouraged a con
tinuation of the marriage
Marriage and family counseling requires rruch time and patience
if it is to be successful
It also requires the ability to get
beneath the superficial complaints and discover the basic needs
and emotional distortions of the individuals concerned
This
usually means going back to the childhood experiences of the
persons concerned

During the first five months of this service the Director of the
Juvenile Velfare Board working on a parttime basis worked with
26 families
This necessitated seeinJ more than fifty people

many of them several times and giving some two hundred or more
hours

of

time

to

the

work

The time needed for a family varied
from one to two hours up to twenty or more
Averages do not
mean much in such cases and in such a service but the average
for a family during the period was eight hours

3

Needs

and Re
sources

File

In the Board
s report for last year mention was made of a study

c

This
that was being made of resources and needs
in the county
study was completed last spring and brought out a number of needs
as well as resources
During the year many of the needs were
met as soon as they became known to some of the clubs groups
and interested individuals
Others will take longer to meet

One of the problems in reference

to such a needs and resources
file is always the matter of keeping it up to date Needs change
new needs emerge clubs become interested in other projects and
activities membership on welfare committees and officers of
clubs change
All of these changes must be recorded in the needs
and resources

file

if

it

is

to maintain current usefulness

It

is like keeping a perpetual inventory of both needs and resources
so that civic organizations may plan their activities in the
light of the latest knowledge of needs and agencies may know
where to turn for help when a client appears with special problems

which cannot be met by facilities available within the agencies

7

With a view to making all this possible the Juvenile riielfare Board
secured the promise of help from the Junior W omanls Service
has
League in Clearir

They plan to man a telephone for the

purpose of securing
the information and passing it on to agencies
and to civic organizations in upper Pinellas County In St Peters
burg the volunteer services of an economic analyst working under
the direction of the Juvenile Welfare Board and the Welfare Council

have been secured to make the study and to prepare the material

for use of the agencies and the civic groups

The purpose of all of this effort is to prevent duplication and

to make for better coordination and integration of efforts in the

field of volunteer contributions and services in the field of
welfare

A club wishing to undertake a project in the field of
welfare can receive a list of projects which have been studied
and evaluated by social agencies perhaps in order of priority
of need
The agencies on the other hand can know where to go

for assistance in meeting needs which are brought to their attention
but which do not come within the scope of the possibility of the
agency

It might even be possible to get clubs to fill in gaps

in services and unmet needs in a definite area and not duplicate

efforts

4 Recrea Developm in the Cou
nty
In our report last year we described the willingness of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction to cooperate with the Juvenile

elfare Board in procuring a director of recreation for the county
VV
The new superintendent Mr Christian has followed through on
this and has appointed a director of recreation for the schools
of the county The Board is delighted with this recognition of
This should result in the
the need for leadership in this field
better integration and coordination of the recreational activities
in the schools both during the regular sess of the schools

and during the summer recreational program vi
hich has contributed

so much toward filling the leisure time of the children during
the summer

and in preventing delinquency

Another gratifying development which has occurred is the recognition
by the Board of County Comm
of the need for providing
ssioners
leadership for county glide recreation through the development

of a system of narks and through providing leadership for
recreational programs in the

smaller communities of the county
The introduction of special le g4
to rake this possible and
s
the appointment of a board on an official basis is in the Board

opinion a progressive step i
hich will be helpful in meeting
needs

in

this

field

These two steps mark real advances in an area about which the
Board has been concerned
They indicate enlightened and progressive
planning which are very promising for the future of the county
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There have been a number of other developments in this field which
are more local

but which also are promising

The

Gulf Beaches

have taken an active interest in providing more wholesome recrea
tional facilities and opportunities for the young people living
in that area
ra Beach has established a teen age center
Pfladei
for recreation and social

activities

St Petersburg Beach has

also developed such a center

Future Floridians is planning a recreation center for the young
people of St Petersburg in Bartlett Park
with the city

This is in cooperation

Other communities have also taken an interest in and are in the
process of developing facilities and resources for the leisure

time needs of their children and young people
One word of caution is needed in the opinion of the board
Experience has shown that leadership and staff are essential to
the development of a sound recreational p
roram
Buildings and

other facilities are used continuously and constructively only

if there is proper supervision and erection
These can only
be given by persons trained and experienced in the field Many
disappointments have resulted from failure to aooreciate this fact

There has been an increasing interest in providing some facilities
for negro children
These have been lacking in many communities
in the county

There is a need for an increase in the number

and variety of wholesome recreational outlets for negro children
A beach in St Petersburg and a swimming pool in Clearwater are
approaching reality and should be helpful in meeting some of the

need

The recreational program in the negro schools particularly

during the summer has been of inestirrable value to many of the
negro children

Additional library faci 1
ties

plalTgrounds

recreational centers are still needed badly The cooperation of
the negro and white people is increasingly directed toward meeting
these needs

Inter Agreements
5
cy
Agen
One of the responsibilities of the Juvenile v
U
elfare Board is that
of consulting with other agencies dedicated to the welfare of

juveniles to the end that the overlapping of services will be
In carrying out this responsibility the Board has

prevented

encouraged the establishment of writtern inter agency agreements
between the various agencies dealing with children These agree
ments describe the functions of the agencies concerned and outline
the basis of referral from one to the other

They also attempt
to insure that all children in need of shall
help receive that

help and fix responsibility for seeing that it is given
Agreements have been worked out which include the Juvenile Welfare
Board the District 4 IT elfare Board the Juvenile Court the Child
Guidance Clinic the Childrents Service Bureau the County U
Department and the City of St Petersburg Division of Social
Service

These will be found in their entirety in Appendix II
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6 Modific in the Ju
venile e Boa Ac

When the Juvenile self are Board Act was first enacted it provided

for a board of seven members
Three of the members were designated
as the Gounty Judge the Juvenile Court Jud e and the Superinten
dent of Public

Instruction

The others were to be appointed by

these three for such terms as they might designate

The

three

county officer members were to serve on the Board for the duration
of their respective terms

Some question arose abot
t the

consti

tutionality of this method of selecting the members of the Board

which led to the passage at the regular 1949 session of the

legislature of an amendment of the act to provide for the appoint

ment of all seven members of the Board by the Governor It was
then found that the Governor could not appoint the Juvenile Court
Judge as a member of the Board because of the constitutional

limitation on appointment to more than one official post A
conference betir
een the Juvenile elfare Board and the legislative
representatives of Pinellas County resulted in the introduction

and passage of an amendment r the legislature designated

the Superintendent of Public Instruction the Juvenile Court Judge
and the Vice Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners as
members of the Juvenile e
elfar Board during their respective terms
L
of office and a provision T
rrereby the Governor appoints four
members for four year terms
The first appointments will be on
the basis of two years for tu o enibers and four years for tivo

members so that members will serve on an alternating basis with
two appointments every two

ears

in

the

future

One other basic change in the law provided for a ceiling of

000 per year with the balance of the 1 mill in excess of this
75
amount going to the County Commissioners if the z mill tax should
provide more than the maximum of 675
000 allowed for the Juvenile
11elfare

Board

In the revised act the lit
responsibi r for the care of insane
juveniles was eliminated since this responsibility is generally
conceded to belong to the State and not to local

jurisdictions

A copy of the revised act will be found in Appendix III of this
report

7

Staff Chanmes During the Year

During the year there were a nAmber of changes in the staff of the
Court and the Juvenile VRelfare Board
The most important change
was in the position of the Probation Officer
Mr Albert G Rogero
The Board
resigned from this position on the first of February
of County Commissioners requested the Juvenile elfare Board to

make recommendations regarding a replacement
14r

The

Eduard

Board recom
E

Patrick
mended the assistant probation officer
The
be promoted to fill the position vacated by 1111r Rogero
Board of County Commissioners thereupon recommended him to the

Governor for appointment and he was appointed by the Governor

10

19
191

effective as of February 20

The vacancy created by Mr Patrick
s promotion vaas filled by the
appointment of Miss Margaret Lovely who has had extensive experience
in case work

including 2

years

as

a

case

worker with the

District

4 Vvelfare Board in Pinellas County
In Septmeber
the negro iorker Miller Johnson was accepted as
the first negro student in George 7
arren Brown School of Social
ork at vashington University in St Louis
Other changes were confined to the cler cal staff

The Florida State University Department of Social fork placed one
student

i

the

Court

for

field Tiork cinder

the

supervision of

Mrs Nenabelle G Dane for the period Prom January 5 to June
The University
hooes t o place other mature students with the
Court for field work training
IV

VOLUME OF WORK STJ 1QIDTZ i
D T
OR IN
BY THE JUVEA
ILE ET FA
L BO RD DUB TT G THE

1

The

e
venil
Ju

to

T
R
P

IT YEAR
PAS

Court

elfare
The Juvenile Court is supported entirely by the Juvenile uv
Board
During the period from October 1 1918 through Septem

ber 30
of the

1949 a tot
al of 791 children were brought to the attention

Court

Of this num
ber 553 irere bite and 238 were colored

Of the 7 children 63 350 were brought in for dependency

i

or neglect and 37
0 203 were charged with delinquency

Of

the

negro children 61 143 v dependent or neglected children
and 39 95 were delinquent

The proportion of children coming to the attention of the Court
in Clearwater

and St

is about the same for the dependent
Petersburg

and neglected as for the del
ouent
r
i

Vtith

the

white

children

Court and
37 203
In
the case
63 350 were referred to the St Petersburg Office
of the colored children 17 h0 were refer ed to the Clearwater
office and 8304 198 were referred to the St Petersburg office
were

referred

to

the

Clearlater off ice

of the

Approximately 80 of the referrals of delinquent vhite children
were boys and 20

ere girls
vi

s nercenta
Th
ge changes somewhat

for the colored children v
here twe find that 30 of the delinquent
colored children referred are girls and 70 are boys
Approximately 56 of the white children referred to the Court as
In the case
o are M
rls
i
dependent or neglected are boys and
of dependent and neglected colored children there are 5
3 o boys
C

and 47
o girls
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In addition to the above the Juvenile Court passed on 36 adoption
cases approved admission of BO
children to the Crippled Children s
Horne

and dealt with 193 traffic cases involving juveniles

The workers made an average of 36 home visits each month

26

collateral visits

had 33 off Ice visits attended to case con
ferences wrote 27 letters rr
ade numerous telephone calls and

attended 4 court hearings each month
Of the 298 children brought to the attention of the Juvenile Court
for delinquency 76 recived official court hearings leaving 222
who ivere carried by the probation staff on an informal basis
There were
cases

of coin s
e

carried

as

frequent

ioffic4
u
al

conferences

ses
c

ii th
V

the

Judge on

Of the 76 cases receiving offi

cial hearings 24 were co
ritted to the state training schools

During the year 7 white boys 4 51h te f7
rls end 5 negro boys
were

committed to

such

schools

Since there is no state training

school for negro girls none Triere committed during the year The
need for such commitment was recognized by the Court in a number
of

cases

With 298 delinquent children brought to the attention of the
Juvenile Court in twelve rc
onths this means that bn the average
there were 25 new and re e
o
ned cases of delinquent children
coming to the attention of the court each month
Of this number
61 were delinquent girls and 237 were delinquent boys Commitments

to the training school will be 6 of the number of girls charged
4 of the number of boys charged with
8

with delinquency and
juvenile delinauency

There were 493 dependent children coming to the attention of
the Court during the year
as unofficial

All but 67 of these cases Caere carried

cases

The following tables give in graphic fora the distribution of

dependent and neglected children and of delincuent children by
location and by sex
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JUVENILE COURT

October 1

19 8

September 30

1049

TOTAL 791
Clearwater

Dependent 161

ngaent
Deli

82
t

Girl s

72

Boys
89

St

Girls

Boys

15

66

Petersburg

a48

De
Girls

151

kjj
Bovs

181

Delinquent
i
Girls

45

215

Boys

171

13
Table
JUVENILE

October 1

1948

2
COURT

September 30

1949

TOTAL WHITE CHILE 553

37

Clearwater Office 203

Dependent 137

67

Delinqu 6 33

I

Girls

42

645

Boys

Girls

75 55

14 21

350 63

Boys

52 79

203

37

St Petersburg Office 350 63

Depen 2

61

Delinquent 137

39

I
Girls

44
119
946

Girls

17

12

120

Boys
88

1L
Table 3
JUVENILE COURT

October 1

1

September 30

1949

TOTAL NEGRO CHILDREN 238

Clearwater Office 40 17

C
Dependent 24 60

elinquent 16 40
D
1

Girls
10

39

143 61

0

Dependent 119
Girls

57 48

I

Boys
14 61

St

1

Girls
2

Petersburg Off3
ce 198

83

60
Bo

Boys

13

14

95 39

uent 79
q
s

62 52

Girls

28

x
35

8

409
Bo
51 65

1

2 Child elfare Unit of District I t
Velf are Board
Continuing its policy of making each dollar expended by the Juvenile
Welfare Board provide the maximum service possible the Board has
taken full advantage of available federal and state subsidies in
child welfare
One such subs
dy is available to counties which
provide through local funds the cost of long time foster family
care
This fact has caused the Board to enter nto an agreemment

with District

rlfare

Board

ch Provides that the District 4
h4

find family foster homes and
supervise these homes and the children placed in them by their

elfare Board will furnish staff
J
1

The Juvenile v hoard v
il l pay the actual cost of

staff

maintaining the child in the home at an agreed rate vahere the
In adcition as will be seen by
child needs Long time care
Board
Appendix
II the District
reading the agreement
will provide shelter care not to exceed 90 days housekeeper
service and other services

During the past year the Child 1elfa
re Unit of the District 7
4
4elfare

cases

Board has

worked

to October 1

7ith 221 nevi

cases

and

carried

over 79

1948 vr
ith Ft
horr wor
1 was nued
cont mading a
Tables 4 and 5

total of 300 children served during the period

give information about the extent and cost of this service
The Juvenile I
jelfare Board financed this program to the extent

of 16
72 during the year
227

t

total

of 30 foster homes were

found and used for these children ranging in acre from tv
o r
eeks
to eighteen years

TABLE 4
Tangible Services Given to Children for Fiscal Year
October 1 1948
Septe fiber 30 lP49
TYPE

OF

SERVICE

Foster

1st

Total

Days

Cost

417 17
11
720

Care

Days

SiL

Ionths
Cost

2nd

Six

Days

Months
Cost

989
5

024
X9

428
5

696
3
69

469
1

080
2

888

103
1

581

16
977

Housekeeper Care

132

76

90

26

92

00
50

Free

794

Shelter

Total

Care

Foster

Care

a62 l
13
9 876

395

362
7

399

153
10

500
6

723
9
85

16

TABLE 5

of Cost of Services to Childen for Fiscal Year
Distribution
October 1 1948

Sources of Funds

September 30

Total

lst

Juvenile V elfare Board P16 227
72

Six

1949

1 oaths

2nd

Six Months

217
8
18

010
8
54

2 664
00

056
4
48

0o
666

014
1
12

1 128 i0

027
1
16

1 55L
27

82
896

45
657

60
148

120 0

6o
28

35
rc36
28

00
692
13

35
794
14

Federal Funds Administrative

720
6
48
State Funds Administrative

12
0
6
1
State Funds Direct Service

155
2
16
Contributions from relatives

Contributions
Totals

from other

These tables give some interesting information when compared with

the number of cases accented for service by the Child elfare Unit
It will be noted in Table 4 for example in the first six months
October 1 1948 to March 31 1949 o the fiscal year 7
362 days

of care were given to children
This iraas on a basis of 121
children accepted for service During the second six months
April 1 1949 to September 30 1949 only 6
500 days of care were
given although the number of children receiving service increased
to 191

V believe this is to be explained by the fact that the

Child welfare Unit increased its
staf thus making it possible to

give better service to chilldren

e ve
1
elie it is further explained
b
on the basis that increased staff made possible more and better

planning thus reducing the number of days of shelter and foster
care required

Still further explanation for this improvement is
to be found in the better organization of the Court and other
sources of referral so that children v referred in many instances
before a complete breakdown occurred which enabled the Child Welfare
Unit with its increased staff to work out plans which obviated the
need for foster hore care at public expense

Vlith

the

addition

of another person to the staff of the Child u
velfare Unit

the

Unit

can do a still rr
ore effective job in meeting the needs of children

who require the services of the Unit

The number of cases

requiring help has now increased to the point inhere the Unit is
eligible for an additional worker

to be furnished by the U S

s Bureau and the State 1
Children
elfare Department
T

The Child Welfare Unit of the District 4 V Board reports

Many of the children served were able to return to their own homes

after the problems were worked out

Relatives made plans for others

17

Some were turned over to other agencies for continued help of a
specialized nature after their rroblems were determ
ned
A few

were placed in the clzsLody of licensed childplacing agencies
be released for adoption

to

Only nine children have been under care for more than a year Of
two have returned home but continue to need suoervision
Plans are under way to return two more to their mother when her
health condition improves sufficiently The remaining five will
these

remain in foster homes indefinitely because they Gave no homes

or have impossible homes

One
of the difficulties in any foster home program is the finding
of foster homes

The Child 1
elfare Unit has been surprisingly
successful in finding such homes in a resort area as indicated by
the fact that at the end of the year it had

16 homes with a capacity of 27 white children in use
1 nursing home with a capacity of 2 white children in use
9 homes with a capacity of 17 children not in use

2 homes with a capaclty of 5 children in use for negro children

12 apolications of foster parents under study

Four of the above homes viith a capacity of 11 children can be
used for temporary shelter when needed
used for shelter care

3

Child Guidance

Both negro homes can
be

Clinic

The Child Guidance Clinic is supported in part by the Juvenile

welfare Board

in part by
the State Health Department operating

in cooperation with the County Health Department ith funds secured

through the National Mental Health Act in Dart by the Community
Chest of St
Petersburg

in Dart by interested groups in Clearwater

and in part by donations of parents and others

The Clinic carried over 48 cases from September with whom work was
continuin
and

30
9

To this number Tjfer
e added 2s4 nor cases between 10
48
1
Of this number 199 came

to the St

and 85 to the Clearwater office

Petersburg Office

During the year an agreement between the Child Guidance Clinic and

the Juvenile Court was worked out setting forth the responsibilities

and procedures

for each

This will be found in Appendix II

We a
uote from a report of the Child Guidance Clinic Director

It is to be understood that the Child Guidance Clinic of Pinellas
County makes itself available to serve all parents and children
in the county
Naturally referrals will arise from a number of
sources primarily from parents and secondarily from institutions
such as the schools
etc

the

Court

health agencies

social agencies

The nature of the work of the Child Guidance Clinic is in
part a detailed study of the mental and emotional make up of the

individuals mith ialhom therapy is possible a prolonged treatment

process designed to bring about a change in underlying attitudes
and methods of solving needs

It is also to be understood that this work of a clinic is one
requiring long intervals of time

Necessarily

then

a

clinic

with a limited staff will not be able to serve a large body of
individuals

Because of the urgency of the problem concerning juveniles coming
before the Court

the Child Guidance Clinic has attempted to give

services

individuals

to

these

The Clinic has consistently

followed the policy of giving preference to Co
rt cases

The figures below indicated clearly that
the Cil
nic is serving the
community as a whole and continues

as it should

to Provide parents

with an important resource in tackling the bev
ildering problems
they meet in
child rearing
Parents
Schools
Court

Health Agencies
Other Agencies
Others

43 I
17

13
10
12
5

During the year the Juvenile re
elfa Board requested its Director
f
to make a study of the Child Guidance Clinic with particular
reference to its service to the Court

The results of this survey
indicate that the examinations of the Clinic are of good quality
and that the Clinic
s service to the Court is valued by the Court

workers

0
4 Children Serv
ice Bure
The Children
s Service Bureau is a private agency supported by
contributions to the Community Chest of St Petersburg
It gives
many services to children in their ovin homes and in foster homes
when the need arises through illness death desertion separation
and the family or interested relative can meet the cost of maintenance

The Bureau has shown a wonderful spirit of cooperation in meeting
needs of children and has been vifllino to pioneer in this field
One of their pioneering projects has been the f
nding and super

vising of selected family foster homes for the temporary detention
The Bureau
care of children who would otherwise be put In jail
one
for
white
tries to keep one home available for white boys
The
Juvenile
girls one for negro boys and one for negro girls

Board subsidizes these homes to the extent of 8 per month
for each bed kept available and pays at the rate of 11
70 per day
for the

board and care of a child while in a home
During the
past year 271 days
of care were given to children in these homes

The Children
s Service Bureau has also continued to supply for the
Juvenile Gdelf are Board foster home care and supervisory service to

lc

other children who need the more speq service
aliied that the
1
Children Service Bureau can nrovidF Du ir
s
g the fiscal year the
Bureau provided supervisory services at no cost to the Juvenile
elfare Board
I
The Board paid only the cost of actual maintenance
of the

children

ng the year the Children
Durl
s Service BuT
eau

cared for 9 children for a total of 1820 days at a cost of 23
648
2

In addition to this service the Children
s Service Bureau provided

95 children with foster homes inhere death of one or both parents

mental illness imprisonment and unmarried status of the parents
required such action
This service in
as provided from funds supplied

by the Community Chest and parents or relatives

5 Budg of Juvenile 1 Board
As can be seen from the variety and extent of the work subsidized
in whole or in part by the Juvenile elfare Board it is only

through Federal and State subsidies through the cooperation of
Community Chest agencies

and through contributions of other groups
and individuals that so much service has been secured for Pinellas
The Juvenile
elf Board has been fortunate
1
are
County children

in being able to secure such splendid cooperation and in being able
to provide the foundation funds which made it possible to secure
otherwise unavailable

funds

and services

could not have provided these services

The budget of the Board
This can be seen by

referring to
the budget and
expenditures for the period

These

will be found in Appendix IV
V

OBJECTIVES

FOR THE COP YR
R AND PLANS FOR ATTAINING THEM

A stitch in time saves nine is an old saying which has survived
The Juvenile
because of the truth and general application to life
Welfare Board has recognized the need for preventive services in
It 1mas
the field of social maladjustment in children and adults
for this reason that the Board has sponsored the extension of the
The
services of the Child Guidance Clinic to cover the county
discovery of so many maladjusted children in conflict homes has led

it to establish services in the field of marriage and family
counseling

The

results

of

this

service have

demonstrated

that

children maladjustments can be reduced by alleviating the conflict
s
It is reasonable to assume that
in the families in which they live
they in turn can establish more stable families as a result of this
service and thus prevent a continuation of the chain of conflict
families
The
the results of

need for preventive services has been emphasized by
the

survey of problem children in the public schools

of Pinellas County

It is for these reasons that the Juvenile elfare Board is planning
to intensify its program of preventive services in the coming year
The Board is increasing its support to the Child Guidance Clinic

20

to make it possible for the Clinic to continue its services to
the children of the County Tt is pianr ng a demcriat17ation project
in working with the problem children in selected scric
It is
v assist the
hoped that the Junior League of St Fetersbu
o rs

Board in providing the sel vices of a clinic
al p ycnolo
ist and a
social

worker

The project staff will shady ch
L 1d
ran s ocuing

evidence of maladjustment and in cooperat
on w1 4
i
1h tile selhoo
l staff
social agencies

and the families

will carry out trea
I

measures designed to prevent the development of serious maladjustment
This usually takes the form of delinquency or mental illness The
Board believes that the early discovery and treatment of children
with problems will prevent the development of serious social

maladjustment

The demonstration work in marriage and family counseling has

convinced the Board of the need of expanding this type of service

The demands on the time of its Director E
e increasing beyond his
r

ability to give
the needed service
The Beard hones to secure
the cooperation of the United ChurcY
es of St Petersburg in obtaining
at least the part time services of a tr
ired marriage and family
counselor
One possibility that is bei considered is the use of

the part time services of the psyc
ist assigned to the preventive
zolo

project with problem children

It s planned to continue the

services of Dr Nyland and Dr Williams on a part time basis until
the establishment of a more adequate or anization of this service

with a full time director

The Board plans to inaugurate a training course for the probation
staff during the coming year

This will be open to members of the

Board of the Juvenile 1ilielfare Board members of other boards
members of other agencies teachers
schools

staff

guidance personnel of the

and other interested persons

The Board believes

that

such a course will be helpful in bringing about a better understand

ing of problem children and a closer cooperation between the repre
sentatives of agencies and grouos participating It in also help

to develop a more professional attitude on the part of those
attending

In addition to these developments the Board will continue its efforts

to improve services to children in need of help through bringing

about better community cooperation in the field of welfare through
helping
the various agencies to more adecuately meet the needs
uncovered
The Board will continue to make studies and reports on

the result of those studies to insure that existing gaps in services
are filled

Much
progress has been made in the past two years toward filling
gaps in services

but continued efforts will be necessary to keep
The fact that Pinellas County now holds
an enviable position in the State and is recognized as probably the
our program up to date

best organized and most effective County in its child welfare
services should not cause us to become complacent and rest on our
laurels

To maintain our lead the Juvenile V
elf are Board and its

affiliated agencies must continue their efforts to ma
e Pinellas

County a place where all children may develop their finest
potentialities

PPP
NDA
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II

INT AGREEMENTS

INTER AGENCY AGREEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICE COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD DISTRICT 4 INELFARE BOARD
SUBJECT

Agency Responsibility and Procedures

OBJECTIVE

To define responsibilities
of the four agencies represented

in order to work toward the

setting up of inter agency agreements and
clarifying inter agency procedures

The services and intake policies of the newly established Child Welfare

Unit of the District 4 Welfare Board were discussed briefly

From

this

it was possible to use case examples where certain types of problems
have not seemed to fit into any one program in order to determine to
which agency the responsibility might seem to belong
1 Stranded

Abandoned

and Runaway Children

Since

the

District Wel

fare Board has no residence requirement it was agreed that these
children would be the responsibility of the Child Nelfare Unit and

would be referred to the District Welfare Board as necessary

Exceptions

would be in St Petersburg proper where the Division of Social Service

is the cooperating representative of the Traveler
s Aid Society When
such children come to the attention of the Division of Social Service
it will usually begin investigation under its Traveler
s Aid function
in order to verify residence

and

secure

authorization of return

It

is felt that some of these cases can be cleared before the day is over

and would not need to be referred to the District Welfare Board for
emergency shelter care while plans were being made If during this
initial investigation the Division of Social Service finds that plans
cannot be completed for the child during the same day it will continue
with case responsibility but request the District Welfare Board through
its Child Welfare Unit to arrange for shelter care until plans can be
completed

In such cases the only function of the District Welfare

Board will be to provide emergency shelter care
The Department of Social Service

St

Petersburg

and County Welfare

Department will arrange for or provide transportation for stranded
abandoned or runaway children who are to be returned to their homes

2 Emergency Shelter Care Where emergency shelter care or housekeeper
services are needed because the responsible adult is sick or unavailable
for some other emergency reason the situation will be
handled by the
Child Welfare unit

3

Transient Families

When families who do not have Pinellas County

residence become known to an agency and it is necessary to provide

shelter for a period until resi
dence can be determined and arrangements
made to return the family to the place of regular residence it will
be handled as follows

a In St Petersburg an attempt will be made to arrange emergency
shelter care for the family with the Salvation Army rn some
instances it will not be possible for the whole family
to be

cared for in the salvation Array shelter

When

this

is

true

referral can be made to the District Welfara Board for pro
vision for the children

a

AGREEMENT BnTVtEN THE JUVENILE ELFARE BOARD OF
PINELLAS COUNTY AND THE DISTRICT 4 FARE BOARD
PURPOSE

The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County and the

District 4 Welfare Board are now working under an

affective for the period from October 1 1948
through September 30 19
9 for the purpose of providing
agreement

services to children in Pinellas County particularly in
the area of care for dependent children in need of place

ment away from their own homes

Both parties to the agreement wish to continue it for the
period beginning October 1 1949 and extending through
September 30 1950
The agreement follows
STAFF

All staff for the Child Welfare Unit will be employed by

District 4 Welfare Board under the Merit System Plan of
the State 1
Alelfare Board

Such staff will be responsible

to the District 4 Welfare Board through its Director

Policies of administration and operation will be determined

by
the District 4 welfare Board and put into effect by
the Director
FUNDS

The Juvenile 17elfare Board of Pinellas County agrees to

supply an average of up to 5
1
00 per month the amount
ending upon expenditures for the period from Octcber 1
9 through September 30 1950 so long as the District 4

M

Welfare Board services continue to meet the needs as out
lined under Services below and subject to a review not
later than March 31 1950 of the program and any necessary

revision of the amount of allocated funds

any revision to

be based on demonstration of need during the interim period
and on the experience of that period

The District t
4 Welfare Board agrees to pay the administra
tive cost and provide services to children through a Child

Welfare Unit

and to provide staff for this purpose

One member of District 4
Telfare staff will be bonded in
1

the
sum of 00
000 and will be authorized to sign all
2
checks
SERVICES

I Cases accepted for care by other agencies prior to this
agreement will be accepted for transfer by the District 4
Welfare Board only on an individual planning basis
II From the sum allocated by the Juvenile Welfare Board the
District 4 welfare Board will pay costs of maintenance
for children for whom long time foster care is needed

away from their homes provided however

that there are

no other unrestricted available resources from which
such payments can be obtained

The District 4 Welfare

Agreement J JB

DVeB 4 2

Board agrees to secure foster homes for children needing
long time foster home care away from their own homes and
to supervise the homes secured and the children placed in
them through the staff as provided for under the section

Staff as outlined below

The District 4 Ielfare

Board further agrees to provide emergency shelter
care on

a 24 hour basis for dependent and neglected children in
need of such emergency care

jhenever the same has
e
been

determined

III District 4 Welfare Board will make available such
other services including any financial assistance
state federal and other sources as are possible

through
These

services are classified generally as follows
1

Casework services

to

children and families who

seek

counseling or services because of the needs of the
children

2 In cooperation with specialized agencies to give ser
vices to physically and mentally handicapped children
and when indicated to help such children make social
educational and vocational adjustment to their handi

capped conditions

3 Protective services to children in situations involving
neglect and abuse

4 Services to delinquent children within the linitations
outlined by the agency and in accordance with agree
ments

with local

courts

5 Services in situations indicating the need for social
protection of young girls
6 Services to unmarried mothers and their children
7 Provision for casewor
k services and studies in response

to inquiries and requests from other agencies regarding
childrenfs

situations

8 The placement of children in foster homes in accordance
with casework plan and continuing services to the child
ren and their families following placement

9 The referral to licensed child caring institutions of
children needing group foster care
10 Housekeeper services

Agreement JWB

B
Dli

3

11 Studies of adoptive homes assigned by the state
office following the filing of petitions for the

adoption of children v
ho have not been permanently
committed to duly licensed child placing agencies

V
T
hen possible agencies handling negro adoption
placements and subsequent supervision of such
placement

12 Studies of foster homes to be
used for the place
ment of children and referrals of the studies of

foster homes to the State office for licensing

action by the State Welfare Board

13 Services to child caring institutions upon the
request of the

institutions

14 Cooperation with community groups in developing
and strengthening programs for services to
children of iorking mothers health and welfare

programs

IV Situations which do not fall within these available
services will be brought to the attention of the
Juvenile elfare Board

V Having accepted a case for study and
or service

the

District 4 Welfare Board will retain full responsibil

ity for providing for the child
s needs it being
understood that this agreement does not interfere with
the legal responsibilities and jurisdiction of the Court

VI The District 4 Velfare Board will attempt to enter
written agreements with other agencies giving services
to children in Pinellas County to avoid duplication

and overlapping of services
REPORTS

The District 4 Welfare Board will present a monthly

statement of expenditures from the sum allocated by the
Juvenile

UIVelfare Board to that body and a supplementary
report of the number and kinds of cases served and such
other data as may be helpful in a mutual evaluation of
the program provided however that case names and

identifying material shall not be publi
sised

2

b Outside of St Petersburg when the family cannot be taken
carre
of

in one

shelter

the case will be referred to the District

Welfare Board in regard to shelter cane for the childreni
c The Department of Social Service St Petersburg and County
Welfare Department will arrange for or provide transportation
for transients including children who are being returned to
their homes

It was recognized that all agencies were obligated to foster the develop
ment of programs to meet various needs
One of these would be encourage
ment of the development of the proposed Salvation Army shelter in
Clearwater

Under existing Florida lava no agency or person may take children away
However in some cases it
from parents excepting the Juvenile Court
is possible to secure the written consent for placement where arrange
This would
ments for temporary care cannot be made for whole families
give protection
to the agencies as well as the children
One problem which was discussed and which has not been met is that of
meeting the need for rent in the areas outside of St Petersburg where
families who are Pinellas Count residents do not have the funds to
purchase rent
An example of this is a mother and five children who
were without funds and who had to be separated so that the mother and

baby received shelter car one place and the other four children
received shelter care in another place

This is a pending ADC applica

tion but it will not be possible to grant ADC when the mother is not
maintaining a home for the children
If rent could have been paid
she could have reestablish d th home and kept the children with her

It was agreed that arrangements would be made for the County Welfare
Department to place some children in need of shelter care on an emergency
basis directly in the Child Welfare Unit
s licensed shelter homes after
5 o
clock
The County Welfare Department
will usually refer these cases
to the Probation Department but occasionally it will be necessary for
direct placements to be made

It is believed that if the District Welfare Board will accept emergency
shelter care cases it will eliminate duplication of efforts on the
part of agnecies and release some of the funds now being used for this
purpose by other agencies to meet other needs

Clarence D Hinds
St

Director

Petersburg Division of Social Ser

Myron Koch

Director

County Welfare Department

Dr Herbert D
Juvenile

Mrs

Williams

Welfare

Director

Board

orothy Y Ripper

District 4 Welfare Board

Director

Tentative Agreement

Page 2

9 In the event that any child who is a ward of the court and who is
in the custody of the District Welfare Board shall run away or commit
further misdemeanor the District Welfare Board shall immediately
notify the Juvenile Court and a mutual decision will be made regarding
further

action

10 Should the court receive reports concerning running away or further
misdemeanor on the part of any child for whom it
has awarded custody
to the District Welfare Board it will immediately notify the District
Welfare Board and a mutual decision i
till be reached regarding further
action

11 A 3x5 card will be issued for each shelter home to be used on a

24 hour basis by the District Welfare Board to each member of the
Probation and Police Departments authorized to place children in shelter
This card
homes licensed and supervised by the District 6delfare Board
and
sex
of
children
will contain identifying in
number ages
the home

can accommodate

12 When a shelter home is no longer available or any changes take
place the District Vuelfare Board will telephone the current information
to the Probation Office immediately and will issue a confirming
memorandum to the authorized placement persons requesting that the
card be destroyed

13 additional homes are available the District Welfare Board
Vuhen
will issue a card to each authorized placement person of the Probation
and Police Departments

14 All inter agency action will be confirmed in writing between the
Chief Probation Officer and the District lNelfare Board Director

Alfred

P

Marshll

Juvenile Judge

Albert L Rogero
Chief Probation Officer

Mrs

Dorothy Y Ripper

District Welfare Board 4

irector

f

l

Agreement JWB

DINT 4 4

Books shall be regularly kept by the District 4 Welfare
Board and shall be open on demand to the Juvenile Welfare
An audit of funds supplied by the Juvenile 1
Board will be made at the end of the fiscal period

Board

Witnesses

Chairman

Juvenile Welfare

Board of Pinellas County

Chairman

District 4 Welfare Board

J

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE

JUVENILE

COURT AND THE CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

October 3 19
9

I Services

to be

offere

During the coming year

the

Child Guidance

Clinic

will

offer

primarily a diagnostic study service for children of school age
Such a service is designed to give a general picture of mental
ability physical or social factors affecting the individual
s
adjustment
or change

personality factors and potentialities for treatment
The number of sessions with the child and those with

the adults in his environment in each instance will depend on the
nature and complexity of the particular problem involved in the
referral
Then possibilities for therapy are found in a particular
situation

the clinic will bring this to the attention of the

court worker so that appropriate arrangements may be made At
the end of the given stud
T period a written report will be for
warded to the court of the clinic findings except in therapy
cases where reporting isill be rnade orally
II

Procedure

All referrals for clinic service are to be made to Mr Rivkind

in the St Petersburg Office
Referral
III

Initially a telephone cal or personal contact may be made to
initiate the referral
A social history in writing will be sent
to the clinic before the child and parent are seen The court
worker will assume responsibility for notifying parents and
children of appointments and for seeing that these appointments
are kept
Any changes or developments in the situation coming
to the attention of the court or clinic should be reported to
the other agency
1

IV Time

Friday mornings will be reserved by the clinic for diagnostic work
on court

referrals

V Reporti

A written report of clinic findings will be furnished the court
in each instance
This may be supplemented in a number of ways

by individual consultation with clinic worker Mr Rivkind by
clinic representation at a conference of several agencies or by
a case conference between the whole clinic staff and court
representatives

Requests for the last mentioned will be kept at

a minimum because of clinic schedule limitations
VI Follow U

The court worker will send written notification to the clinic of

action taken by the court or final disposition of the case after
the clinic has concluded its work

AGREEMENT BETWEEN PISELLAS

COUNTY JUVENILE COURT

AND DISTRICT 4 WELFARE BOARD
The District Welfare Board agrees to provide emergency shelter care on

a 24 hour basis for children when there is no responsibile adult avail

able or suitable to care for such children until some other plan for
their care can be made
Usually these children will be dependent or
neglected children
It is recognized that in some emergencies where
placement is necessary immediately there will not be sufficient facts
nor time to establish conclusively that the children are dependent or
neglected
In these instances shelter placement may be used for the

protection of the children during the period of study of the situation

1 Full casework responsibility will be delegated to the District Wel
fare Board at the time of referral by the Probation Department of the
Juvenile Court and acceptance by the District Welfare Board The
Department of the Juvenile Court will turn over complete
Probation
responsibility for the casework with the family to the District Vdelf are

Board and withdraw from further contacts with the family
2 In some instances the Juvenile Court will request the District Wel
fare Board to study the home situation reporting to the Court at a

designated time In order that suitability may be determined by the
Court on the basis of the study of the District V
elfare Board

3 All emergencies arising during office hours will be referred by

telephone or personal interview vi
th the regular intake worker of the

District Welfare

Board

4 Shelter placements will be made by authorized members of the Pro
bation and Police Departments only outside office hours and on week
ends when the offices of the District 1 Board are closed

i

5 When children are placed after 5

m the authorized person making
p
such placement will telephone the intake worker of the District Welfare
Board not later than 9 30 a
m the following day giving identifying
information and other pertinent facts The case will be accepted
immediately by the District Vlelfare Board

6 bVhen a case is referred to the District Vlelfare Board

that agency

will assume full responsibility for planning and financing until it

has completed its study of the situation

The

Probation and Police

Department staff will withdraw from further responsibility and contacts
with the family except as it is necessary because of court or police
action

In these instances

the District V
elfaro Board will be advised

of the necessity of such action at the time of referral

or

7 V
Jhen requested

Juvenile

initial

phone call

a

progress

report

will

be

sent

to

the

Court

after the situation has been studied by the District Welfare Board

8 When change in custody seems advisable the District V
elfare Board
will bring the matter to the attnetion of the Juv
pile Court immediately
in writing

AGREEl4E
TT BETWtEN CklLbR INt S SERVICE

AtREAU OF ST PETERSBURG AND b
iSTRICT VELFARE BOARD

Purpose

To determine the division of responsibility and the functions
of each agency in order to make maximum use of services
offered to children in Pinellas County and aviod duplication

Difference

in Function

Normally

the

s
Children

Service

Bureau

accepts cases not involving agency funds for
board payments and the District Welfare Board accepts cases involving
agency funds for board payments however when this factor has not
been determined or it seems doubtful that the family will or can
assume financial responsibility the case will be accepted by the
District Welfare Board for further study
Inter Agency Referral

When it develops that the family can and does
accept financial responsibility during a trial
period non dependent cases may be referred to the Children
s Service
Bureau by the District Welfare Board through the medium of case
conference
When cases accepted by the Children
s Service Bureau
become dependent or when it seems to be to the best interest of the
children to sever connections with the family through terminating
money payments

such cases may be referred to the District Welfare

Board by the Children
s Service Bureau through the medium of case
conference

Difference between Shelter and Temporary Care

When it is
a child is

known that
stra nded

it will be considered in need of shelter care as provided
by the District Welfare Board When a child must be detained for the
court or is a runaway and delinquency is indicated by this fact it
will be considered that he is in need of temporary care as provided
or abandoned

by the Children
s Service Bureau

d
s

Katha Parsons
Miss Katharine Parsons
Executive Director

s Service Bureau
Children

g
s

Dorothy Y Ripper
Mrs Dorothy Y Ripper
Director

District Welfare Board 4

March 1 1949

APPENDIX III

JUVENILE 11TELFARE BOARD ACT

AN ACT TO ANTEND CHAPTER 25
500

OF FLORIDA

SPECIAL ACTS OF 1n49 TTITE SAVE TAVI
TG AMENDED
CHAPTER 24 LA
S OF FLORIDA S zL ACTS
of 1947 AND CH PTFR 23 LA1
S OF FLORIDA
SPECI L ACTS OF 1949 7
FICH L
ITrnR ACT CRE
TD
FOR PINELL
1S COUNTY FLORIDA
v

A

RD OF JUVENILE
BO
OF SAID

T e
BY PROVIDING THAT THE j
l Elr BER

BOARD SHALL BE THE COUNTY SUP RINTENDFNT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION THE VICE CHiiIRM
iN OF THE

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND THE JUVENILE
JUDGE OF SAID COUNTY AND FOUR OTHER IEP
BEuS
5HO SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THEGOVERNOR AND
FURTHER PROVIDING FOR THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR
THE MEMBERS OF SAID BOi
RD G
ND iLSO PROVTDING

THAT THE TAX MONIES COLLECTED FOR THE MfiINTEN NCE
OF S
ID BOIiRD SH
ILL BE P ID OVER

LLY TO
NNU

THE

BOARD UP TO ND INCLIiDING THE SUM OF 75
9
00
000

r

AND TH1
T iLL MONIES OVER TTT
E S TD SUP

LLY
1
L
NU
COLLECTED SHALL BE PL
CED IN THE GEN
R L FUND OF
ID COUNTY AND ALSO PROVIDING TH
S
T FIDELITY
BONDS IN THE MOUNT OF 00
000 E
1
CH SH LL BE

REQUIRED ONLY OF THE Tl
vO EMBERS OF TIDE Sl
ID
BOARD WHO SIGN ITS CHECNS

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISL
ITURE OF THE ST TE OF FLORIDA
Section 1
Florida Special

That Section 1 of Chapter 23
483 Laws of
acts of 1945 as amended b Section 1 of Chapter

500 Laws of Florida Special acts of 199
25

it will read as follows
Section

1

is

amended so

that

That there is hereby created for Pinellas

County Florida a Board of Juvenile Flelfare which shall consist
of seven 7 members
Three 3 of said members shall be the

County Superintendent of Public Instruction the Juvenile Judge
and the Vice Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners of

Pinellas County Florida who each shall hold office on the said

Boardother
during
his term in office in his official capacity stated
four

The

4 members shall be appointed by the Governor

of the State of Florida

Two 2

of

thFe

said members appointed

by the Governor shall be appointed by him to serve a term of
two 2 years
and the other two of said members appointed by the

Governor shall be appointed by him to serve a term of four 4

years Upon the
each of

said four

of the full terms herein provided of
expiration
appointees first appointed by the Governor

under the terms of this law all appointments thereafter of members

of the said Board required to be made by the Governor shall be for
the term of four 4 years each If any of the members of said

Board
required to be appointed by the Governor under the provisions
of this

ict shall resign die or be removed from office the vacancy
thereby reated shall as soon as practicable be filled by appoint
ment by the Governor and such appointment to fill a vacancy shall

be for the unexpired term of the person who resigns
removed from

office

dies

or

is

Section 2
The Board hereby
created shall have
the following powers and duties

A To provide and maintain In the County receiving or

detention homes for juveniles who are charged with or convicted
of the commission of crimes or other offences

B To provide and maintain in the County such child

guidance
as

the

psychological or psychiatric clinics for juveniles

Board determines are needed for the general welfare

of the County

C To provide for the care of dependent j
uveniles and to

provide such other services for all juveniles as the Board determines
are needed for the general welfare of the County
D To provide for the care of runaway juveniles
E

To allocate and provide funds for other agencies in

the county which are operated for the bonefit of juveniles

provided they are not under the exclusive jurisdiction of the

public school system
F To collect and statistical data ihich

will be helpful to the Board in deciding the needs of juveniles
in the County

To consult with other alterties dedicated to the

welfare of juveniles to the end that the overlapping of services
will be prevented

G To lease or buy such real estate equipment and
personal property and to construct such buildings as arc needed
to execute the foregoing powers and duties provided that no
such purchases shall be made or building done cxc
t for cash
r

with funds on hand To employ and pay on a part time basis personnel
needed to exocute the foregoing powers nd duties
H Books of account sha1
1 be kept by the Board or its
clerical assistants

and the fiscal affairs of such Board shall

be exclusively audited by such of the st
te auditors as are

assigned from time to time to audit the affairs of the county
officials of Pinellas County F
lOrida

Section 3 Section 3 of Chapter 23
483 Laws of Florida
Special Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 25
500
Laws
Florida Special cts of 1949 is amended so that it
will read as follows

Section 3

In order to provide funds for the said Board

there shall be levied annually on all proprty in Pinellas County

Florida which is subject to county taxes
of fifty cents

500

n

additional

per One Thousand Dollars

tax

00
000
81

of assessed valuation of said property for the year 1949 and each
subsequent year
Said additional tax shall be assessed
collected in the same manner and at the same times and

levied and
its collect

ion shell be enforced in the same manner as is provided by law for
collection and enforcement of collection of other county
taxes
the levy

ill monies collected ncroafter during each fiscal year of
including the fiscal yozar beginning in 1949 by virtue

said county

of this law up to and including the sum of 75
00 annually
000
is reasonably practical
shall be paid during ouch of said fiscal years by the Tax Collector
as soon after the colle
ction thereof as

or Clerk of the Circuit Court if he collects delinquent taxes

of said Pinellas County directly to the said Juvenile Welfare Board
The moneys so received by the Juvenile 0jelf
re Board shall be

deposited in a sep
ra
te bank c
and shall be withdrawn only
by checks signed by t least two 2 of the member of the s id
Board

All monies in excess of 75
00 nnually which maybe
000

collected in any fiscal year hereafter by virtue of this law shall

be placed in the general fund of said County
Section 1 of
Section 3
hpter 4
2 326 Laws of Florida
Special acts of 1947 is hereby amended so tilat it will read as

follows
Section 1

of Juvenile

That after this act becomes a
Vvelfare in and for Pi
nells County

law the

Board

for herein

shall adopt an annual fist 1 ye
r and budget and

which is provided

include therein the payment of the s
l aries of the Juvenile Judge
the Probation Officer and

assist nt

Probation Officer of Pinellas

County Florida and such pc
rsonnel as the said Board is by law
authorized to employ and compensate therefor and shall pay from
its Funds the said salaries
Such Bo
rd sflall also anticipate its

income and expenditures and prepare can annual budget of the same
which budget shall be certified to the Board of County Commissioners
of Pinellas County
each year

Florida

The fiscal

on or bafore the lst day of July of

gear of

said Board

shall be the

same as

that of the said Board of Counter Commissioners

yo
t

Theof fiscal
affairs of said Board shall be exclusively audited
the

such

state auditors as are assigned from time to time

audit tho
affairs of the county officials of Pinellas County
Two

Florida

2

of the members of s id Board of Juvenile elfare

shall be disignated to sign checks for the withdr
a of the

funds of the Board and the payment of the s
Board obligations
The said two members who sign the Bof
s checks shall each give
rd
bond in the sum of One Thousand Dollars

000 which bonds
1
00

shall be conditioned that the said members will f
ithfully discharge
the duties of their office
No other members of the said Board

shall be required to give bond or other security

Section 4 All laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith
are hereby repealed

Section 5

This act shall become a law immediately upon

its passage and approval by the Governor or its becoming a law

without such approval

APPENDIX IV
BUDGET

JTTVFNl f

OCTOBER 1

1948

ELFra RE

SEPTEMBER 30

JUVE14ILE l ELF
IRE B0
RU
RIES
l
SAL

BOARD

1949

JUVENIL

C

IL
TOT

540
9
00

19 260
00

28 800
00

TELEPHONE

00
300

00
900

30
2
1
00

TRAVEL

00
420

940
5
00

6

OFFICE SUPPLIES

00
180

00
420

00
600

JUVENILE HOMES

200
7
0

200
7
00

CHILD GUID
JTCE OJ INIC

000
6
00

000
6
00

0c
000
18

18 000
00

720
6
00

720
6
00

FOSTER HOPCI

C RE

OTHER SERVICES
PRISONERS

BOiRD

TOT LS

0 48 360
00

00
20

00
120

X26 640 00

X75 000
oo

Actual Receipts and Expenditures

Regular Income
Taxes

99
594
65

Tax Redemptions

18
86

Miscellaneous Income
Foster Care Refunds

17
681
65

438
50
67
119
66

Expenses
Salaries

60
221
28

Travel

42
355 9
7

Transportation
Office Expense

16
625
1 518 91

Telegraph and Telephone
Juvenile Home Expense
Foster Home

Care

Child Guidance
Care

of

Clinic

Prisoners

Other Services
1Ll
B
NCE

72
931

7
8
L2
22
8
7

a 72
473
9
100
7
00

88
63
309
1
70

53
752
65

14
367

ri

GET
BJ

October 1

1949

Estimated Income
1

September 30

1950

00
000
75

SA
LARIES

00
025
29

2 TELEPHONE iND TELEGR PH

1 000
00

3

5 21
O 00

TRVEL EXPENSE

4 OFFICE EXPENSE

300
1
00

5

000
3
00

JUVENILE HOLIES

6 CHILD GUID
kNCE CLINIC
7

000
6
00

FOSTER HOME C
RE

00
000
24

8 OTHER SERVICES FOR JUV
ES
NIL
9

PRISONNRS

ROOM

565
1
00

ND BOARD

00
120

00
250
71

0

UNBUDGI TED 5 DUE TO UNGOLLECTABLE
5 000
7

00
0
7
3
0 00

5 000

r

00

